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Abstract
This article reports on the findings of an investigation into the tensions perceived by students aged
14–15 studying Ancient History in England, between
their interest in the ancient world itself and the status
of Ancient History as a curriculum subject. We use
Young's distinction between Powerful Knowledge
and Knowledge of the Powerful as a critical tool. The
empirical data arise from an interview study across
three different school communities in England of
14–15-year-old students studying Ancient History as
a curriculum subject. 32 students took part in the interview study across the three schools. Students focused on the ancient world's personal relevance for
their own lives. They also ascribed value not just to
expertise about the ancient world but to understanding how others responded to it. However, the students
all felt that studying Ancient History was a sign of an
elite and privileged education, an image with which
they did not feel entirely comfortable.
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I NTRO DUCTI O N
The study of Ancient History at secondary level in the UK has held a marginal place on the
curriculum. While an A-Level qualification (national examination) for students aged 16–19
in Ancient History has existed for many decades, the subject does not form part of the 11–
14 National Curriculum for England, Wales or Northern Ireland. It is not offered as an option
in Scotland at any level. In 2007, the body responsible for running and examining the A-Level
qualification in Ancient History nearly withdrew the subject altogether. However, vociferous
protests from the subject community took the proposals to the House of Lords, where a
cross party committee demanded that the subject be reinstated. It was shortly afterwards
in 2009 that the qualification for a GCSE (national examination at 16) was first introduced,
available to 14–16-year-old students attending schools who elected to teach the subject.
Consecutive UK governments subsequently included Ancient History among the subjects
which contributed to the new measures of school performance in England, the EBacc (introduced in 2010) and Progress 8 (introduced in 2016). The EBacc (English Baccalaureate)
is a 14–16 curriculum including English, Maths, science, a language and one of history or
geography. Progress 8 is a value-added performance measure, which aims to calculate the
progress students make in up to 8 subjects between the ages of 10–11 and 15–16. These
decisions to include Ancient History in measures of school performance suggest continued
government support for the subject as part of an approved curriculum.
Ancient History does not require knowledge of ancient languages, and all source materials are presented in English translations. It was designed to be accessible to students who
have no prior knowledge of the ancient world, its languages or cultures. Liddel and Harrison,
in their retrospective account of the political rescue of Ancient History refer to the ‘democracy of the subject’. They argue that since Ancient History A-Level (examination at 18+) ‘was
[…] disproportionally studied within the FE [Further Education] sector’, Ancient History's
withdrawal would have been ‘socially regressive’ (2013, p. 22). Ancient History GCSE (examination at 16+) is often taught in schools which offer no other curricular engagement with
the ancient world.
Ancient History as an examined course potentially stretches across many millennia, from
3000 BCE to 500 CE. The topics covered vary, depending on what schools select from the
options offered by the Awarding Body that designs the qualification. Since its inception as a
16+ qualification, it has been possible to study and teach Ancient Egypt, Minoans, Mycenae,
Persia, Greece, the Hellenistic world, Alexander's Empire, the Kings of Rome, the Roman
Republic, the Roman Empire and the Celtic world. There is a strong focus on political history
in the current specification (examined 2018–2023), but some attention is paid to social history as well. Students are expected to study and engage historically with primary sources—
texts (in translation) such as Herodotus and Livy, and material culture such as sculpture,
architecture and numismatic sources. Thus, students who study Ancient History acquire
broad knowledge about the ancient world and gain the skills to help enable them to evaluate
what we know about events which happened during the periods studied.
This article reports on the findings of an investigation into the tensions perceived by students aged 14–15 studying Ancient History in three comprehensive schools in England. It
investigates two key questions: how students studying Ancient History at school perceive
the ancient world, and how students perceive and understand the status of the study of
Ancient History. We use Young's distinction between Powerful Knowledge and Knowledge
of the Powerful as a tool to help us understand the social tensions that the study of Ancient
History may raise. We address issues of access, since Ancient History as a discrete subject
is not part of the curriculum in every school. We worked with students in three schools from
different demographics to explore their thoughts about the ancient world and the study of
Ancient History. Our analysis first examines students' responses to the ancient world, and
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the personal relevance they drew from it. Secondly, we evaluate how students perceive the
study of Ancient History as a curriculum subject. We ask how these students understand the
ancient world, and how they perceive this study as part of their curriculum.

LITE R ATUR E R E V I E W: POW E R FUL K NOW LEDG E
Like its modern counterpart, Ancient History focuses on the study of written and material
sources, as well as developing the historical skills which are required to interpret those
sources. These two aspects of Ancient History, the study of primary sources from antiquity and the development of the historical skills to interpret them align to Michael Young's
Knowledge of the Powerful and Powerful Knowledge respectively. Young suggests that ‘formal education has some kind of monopoly in providing access to powerful knowledge that is
unavailable from everyday experience’ (2008, p. 182). More recently, Young and Muller have
clarified that the ‘power’ of Powerful Knowledge is ‘potentially available to all who acquire
it’ (2019, p. 198). They are clear that Powerful Knowledge is not simply factual knowledge
about things, people and events, the substantive content which Bertram calls ‘the substance
of the past’ (2012, p. 436). Powerful Knowledge is the conceptual knowledge within a subject, the knowledge and understanding of disciplinary norms and substantive concepts. The
study of Ancient History involves much more than listing often debatable factual events, and
this forms disciplinary or procedural knowledge.
This works in opposition to the other half of the dyad, Knowledge of the Powerful, which
refers to the interests of that knowledge's originators (Young, 2013, p. 195). Knowledge of
the Powerful, therefore, is the substantive knowledge of those in power, and its value lies in
its capacity to emulate the powerful. As a result, Young and Muller stress the ‘fundamental
democracy’ of Powerful Knowledge (2019, p. 198), and argue that ‘any curriculum should be
based on an entitlement’ to Powerful Knowledge (2013, p. 231). They point out that the capacity to restrict access to Powerful Knowledge is what creates Knowledge of the Powerful
(2019, p. 198). These concepts have created debates about the nature and value of different
types of knowledge and its place on the school curriculum. The knowledge gained through
studying Ancient History—like that gained in other mainstream academic subjects on the
school curriculum—forms part of Young's ‘Powerful Knowledge’. It can help students go
beyond their everyday experiences because it allows them to reflect, from a safe distance,
on a world which is in many ways quite alien from the everyday world. At the same time,
the ancient world has played a key part in forming the world students live in today, and so
the knowledge gained in analysing and evaluating it also helps them to reflect on their own
world.
Beck has suggested that the subject-
based curricula of elite schools are strongly
grounded in Young's concept of Powerful Knowledge (Beck, 2013, p. 179). The idea that
Powerful Knowledge governs curriculum in elite institutions is particularly relevant when
considering subjects which focus on the ancient world, such as Ancient History. There is a
long-standing association of classical subjects (those studies concerned with the languages
and cultures of the ancient world) with elite education. The term ‘classical’, for instance,
stems from the Latin word ‘classicus’, which refers to someone ‘belonging to the highest
class of citizens’ (Glare, 2012, p. 365). Thus, the word already suggests that ‘classical’ Latin
or Greek are superior to other, later or earlier forms of these languages, as well as indicating their superiority to other languages. Guillory points out how, already in the eighteenth
century, the classical languages of Latin and Greek continued to define the ‘most elite educational capital’ in contrast to those languages used in everyday contexts and for vocational purposes (1993, p. 119). By the nineteenth century, those few students who were able
to access university were required to have followed a curriculum ‘based on the classics
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(Latin and Greek, Ancient History)’ in addition to mathematics, languages, science, history,
geography, drawing, and music (Maxwell & Aggleton, 2016, p. 151). This idea has continued, and Schein observes that as a result, classics and classicism have ‘served to buttress
the authority and privilege of an economic and social elite’ (1999, p. 289) who were culturally defined by their knowledge and familiarity with things ‘classical’. As a result, there are
tensions and paradoxes surrounding the curriculum of a ‘classical education’. On the one
hand, its association with elite institutions (both in antiquity and more recently) positions it
as Knowledge of the Powerful, since it offers the promise of reproducing privilege. On the
other hand, the challenges of studying societies and events so far removed from everyday
experience can take students beyond their own environments and introduce them to new
ways of seeing the world, which is an aspect of Powerful Knowledge. This tension creates
an ambiguity about the purpose and status of Ancient History in the curriculum.
Additionally, much of the surviving written material from the ancient world was written
by and for the elite and educated minority. In societies where more than basic literacy was
an expensive skill, writing was reserved for an elite minority. Writing materials were costly,
difficult to use, and so written texts were luxury items. Therefore, the extended texts which
survive from the ancient world were produced within the context of an elite literate culture. The authors wrote in a highly literary register of formal language, which is intended to
demonstrate their skill and control in using a variety of language far removed from that in
which they might hold a conversation. It is often a similar case with material culture, in that
surviving artefacts tend to be the more expensive, better made, luxury goods which were
owned, built or commissioned by powerful and wealthy individuals. The surviving evidence
that provides access to the ancient world thus contributes further to these tensions. The
study of the languages, cultures and histories of the ancient world is often a study of the
elites and their world, which involves learning about those who held power in antiquity. It involves studying the ‘artefacts, activities and institutions’ which were validated as ‘the objects
of aesthetic appreciation, evaluation and criticism by a relatively small, well educated, well
trained and well-off segment of the population’ (Schein, 1999, p. 294). At the same time,
the very otherness of this material and the world it unlocks—as well as the many questions
raised by lacunae in the evidence—bring about opportunities for disciplinary knowledge. It
also takes students beyond their everyday lives, into a world very different to the one they
normally inhabit, and introduces them to new ways of seeing. However, the conflict between
the Powerful Knowledge that the study of Ancient History provides and the study about
those who held this power is complex and can at times be uncomfortable. The question we
seek to investigate is, how do students studying Ancient History understand and justify this
curriculum?

ACCESS TO A NTI QU IT Y
Guillory argues that, in the case of literary study, schooling regulates and distributes curriculum unequally by regulating access to literary texts (1993, p. ix). Ancient History is not
part of the mainstream secondary curriculum in any of the nations in the United Kingdom at
secondary level, and thus only a minority of students whose schools have chosen to offer
the subject at GCSE will have the opportunity to access it. However, in twenty-first century
society it still offers what Guillory terms as an overall concept ‘knowledge-capital’ which
can be displayed and ‘thereby entitles its possessor to the cultural and material rewards of
the well-educated person’ (1993, p. ix). Even though Ancient History does not include any
study of ancient languages, it nonetheless involves reading texts by authors such as Arrian,
Livy and Polybius. These texts are complex, not least because they are steeped in cultural
knowledge which was part of the formation and expectation of the elite culture within which
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they were constructed. Reading and understanding these texts therefore requires the ability to access what Guillory terms knowledge-capital ‘in linguistic form’ (1993, p. 71). That
is, students need to learn to read and decode a very specific type of literary language and
interpret references to social and religious phenomena, before they can then apply the skills
of historical analysis.
The limited availability of Ancient History on the 14–16 curriculum—since schools may
opt to offer the subject but are not required to do so—restricts access for the broader student population. While individual school leaders may have particular and localised reasons
for their choices behind their curriculum offering, the result is that access to the ancient
world through Ancient History is often determined by chance for young people. That is to
say, it depends on the choices of curriculum designers in schools within a local area, which
determine which young people will have access to the course of study. This exemplifies
Young's idea of Knowledge of the Powerful, since the Powerful Knowledge gained through
studying Ancient History is restricted by those people who control the curriculum. Around
90% of young people in England, Wales and Northern Ireland attend state funded comprehensive schools. These schools are funded entirely by the government, charge no fees and
do not select students on the basis of attainment or aptitude. Instead, they offer education
to all students living within a certain geographical area local to the school. These schools
were set up in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s with the express aim of providing all students
with access to all curricula. And yet, among these schools, access to part of the curriculum
in the form of Ancient History is restricted. In practice, an uneven distribution of subjects in
different parts of the country governs young people's access to this curriculum area, leading
to unequal access to Powerful Knowledge. Harris has demonstrated that issues of unequal
access affect mainstream school history (2020, p. 121), which, unlike Ancient History, is a
curricular requirement for state funded schools in England, Wales and Northern Ireland for
students aged 11–13. Harris observes a concerning correlation between access to a disciplinary approach to teaching history and the socio-economic status of an area and school
type (2020, p. 122). This suggests that issues of curriculum access are more complex than
the simple availability of different subjects, although the total absence of a subject closes off
access in an even more absolute sense.
Ancient writers of history, who operated within conventions which were very different from
what we understand as historical conventions today, raise particular questions about how
and why they report history as they do. The skills and understanding developed through
this study provide Powerful Knowledge. At the same time, ancient writers of history provide
access to the substantive knowledge of those in power, particularly in the formal framework
of curriculum. However, increasingly there are other, less formal ways in which young people
(and the population in general) may gain access to information and substantive Knowledge
of the Powerful about the ancient world. Popular culture offers many young people a way
into the ancient world, and over the past twenty years a huge number of cultural artefacts
in different media, which may be classified as popular culture, have been produced, taking
aspects of the ancient world as their subject matter. For example, video games such as the
Assassin's Creed or Total War franchises allow players to explore different ancient societies. The various Percy Jackson franchises provide access to Greek, Roman and Egyptian
mythology. Caroline Lawrence's Roman Mysteries series and sequel series enable young
readers to learn about Roman daily life and social history, albeit heavily fictionalised. Setting
aside aesthetic value judgements from cultural significance, popular culture offers increasing access to familiarity with aspects of the ancient world. However, despite their huge
popularity, such artefacts are frequently dismissed as ‘banal and quotidian’ (Martindale,
2006, p. 11) by curriculum designers, rather than being considered a formal method of acquiring knowledge capital and familiarity with the ancient world. More recently, Keen has
argued that dismissing popular culture in this way reinforces a cultural canon of privileged
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texts (Keen, 2014, pp. 5–6; Keen, 2019, p. 13), which in turn upholds the hierarchy of elitism. Some of the familiarity which young people have about the ancient world comes from
outside formal educational environments, and as a result lacks authorisation as a form of
knowledge capital.

D ESI R E FO R POW E R FUL K NOW LEDG E
Despite the difficulties associated with achieving it, Powerful Knowledge is still a highly
desirable commodity. Hayward and Williams found that young people who had failed in extreme ways in mainstream education nonetheless wanted to study mainstream subjects, they
‘wanted access to powerful knowledge’ because they knew it would help them to achieve
more (2011, p. 183). Subjects are accorded authority by their inclusion into the school curriculum, and thereby allowing students to gain what they may perceive as the same ‘capital’
as other students at their own school, and as students at other neighbouring schools. For
students whose only encounter with the ancient world has been through popular culture,
unendorsed and outside of the authorised curriculum, formal study of the ancient world may
appear either as beyond their reach or not suitable or worthy of study. In both cases, this
attitude results from the absence of the availability of these subjects from the curriculum to
which students have access.
Baker and Mastin, teachers of Ancient History at comprehensive schools, have argued
that the ancient world ‘holds a natural fascination’ for students, since it includes mythology, adventures and heroic characters who are the focus of the stories (2012, p. 8).
These are all features that books, films and games marketed at young people capitalise
on. Yet, Ancient History often holds a marginal place on individual schools' curricula for
many reasons. It is a relative newcomer onto the 14–16 curriculum, and so in schools
with no established Classics department it is often taught by history teachers, who may
lack confidence in dealing with entirely new material. Since 2013, there have been around
one thousand candidates entered for Ancient History GCSE across England, Wales and
Northern Ireland each year. This number has remained very stable, although it is a very
small proportion of the overall numbers taking GCSE examinations, around 750,000 candidates each year.
While there may be a desire among young people for Powerful Knowledge, as Hayward
and Williams note, it is not always accessible or available to all students. Bleazby has
argued that there is a distinct hierarchy among the subjects on the curriculum, in which
some subjects are accorded more status or value than others. Vocational subjects are
at the bottom of the list, while maths and science are ranked the highest, with history,
Ancient History and languages directly below them. Within that hierarchy, Bleazby points
out that ‘high status subjects are aligned with middle-c lass culture, university and lucrative professions’ while ‘students from lower socio-economic backgrounds are excluded
from elite curriculum in various ways’ (2015, p. 677). This is often the case for Ancient
History, since it is offered in a relatively small number of schools. But, since it can be
taught within a history department by suitably confident history practitioners, it provides
an opportunity for greater access to knowledge about the ancient world. Young argues
that ‘access to powerful knowledge in its diverse forms is an entitlement for all pupils
and students’ (2013, p. 196), and it is the focus of this article to investigate how students
perceive that opportunity to access Powerful Knowledge and culture from what is often
perceived as an ‘elite’ curriculum, a curriculum which thus also represents Knowledge
of the Powerful.
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M ETHO DO LOGY
In order to explore students' attitudes to the study of Ancient History, we visited three state
funded comprehensive schools England. We conducted interviews and focus group discussions with students studying Ancient History GCSE in Year 10 (aged 14–15) during January
2018. We used qualitative data collection methods to find out about these students' perceptions of the ancient world and their perceptions of studying Ancient History as an academic
subject.

SA M PLE A N D D ES I G N
The three selected schools represent different degrees of diversity among their student
body in terms of ethnicity, cultural backgrounds and levels of disadvantage. All schools have
been fully anonymised, and we refer to them by pseudonyms. Hammitt school is a large
inner-city school with an ethnically diverse intake and high levels of deprivation. Kinghaven
Academy is a coastal school with lower levels of ethnic diversity but high levels of deprivation and geographical isolation. Hardale High is situated in an affluent commuter town near
a major airport, and the intake has higher aspirations and greater advantage than the other
two schools in this study. The UK government measures school performance through subject based criteria and attainment, and the government publishes this data about all schools
in England. Data showing student intake and performance are shown in Table 1.
Each of these schools offers Ancient History as an option at GCSE, but within different curricular structures. In Hardale High, there is a team of two specialist teachers who
teach Latin throughout the school to A-level, as well as Ancient History GCSE and Classical
Civilisation A-Level. They offer numerous school trips to museums and ancient sites in the
UK and abroad, and the student population is largely affluent enough to afford the cost.
Kinghaven Academy has had a specialist Latin and Classical Civilisation teacher for many
decades, but this teacher is undergoing a phased retirement. He introduced Ancient History
GCSE and recruited a respected senior member of staff in the school to teach it. Thus, when
we visited the school in 2018, 14–15-year-old students were able to study Latin, Classical
Civilisation and Ancient History if they wished. Ancient History was offered as an ‘after
school’ enrichment to this cohort while the school transitions to a curriculum model in which
Ancient History will replace Latin and Classical Civilisation on the mainstream timetable. In
Hammitt School, Ancient History GCSE is offered by the history department, and it is the
only access students have to studying the ancient world on the curriculum. At the time of this
study, students in the target cohort who chose history for GCSE were randomly allocated either Modern or Ancient History. Subsequent cohorts have been given a choice between the
two routes, and numbers have remained similar to those generated by random allocations.
TA B L E 1

Student intake and performance in the three schools
Demographic indicators

School performance indicators

Size

English as
additional
language (%)

Free school
meals (%)

EBacc
(%)

Progress 8

5+ English
and Maths (%)

Hammitt

1719

58.3

36

36

41.6

29

Kinghaven

1249

24.3

26

27

40.6

30

Hardale

1224

6.5

6.8

74

61.2

69

Average for England

–

16.9

27.7

40

46.7

43
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Hammitt School has the largest number of students studying Ancient History at this level
(partly because of the size of the school), but the nature of the random allocation in this cohort does not reflect student interest and engagement with the ancient world.

DATA CO LLECTI O N
In each school we first carried out a questionnaire broadly to assess Ancient History students' family and cultural background. We asked students about their parents' and guardians' education and occupations, whether they had visited any museums or ancient sites with
school or family, and what exposure they had to the ancient world outside school. Students
undertook the questionnaire during our visits to Hardale High and Kinghaven Academy, and
teachers gave them ten minutes to complete it. Staff at Hammitt School requested that we
sent the questionnaire in advance and students filled it in prior to our visit. This questionnaire
was a basic qualitative study with demographic background data, to allow us to profile the
student population of the three different school communities. We then intended to conduct
larger focus groups with ten students and interviews with four students in each school. In
Hardale High and Hammitt School we were able to conduct focus groups with ten students
and then follow up interviews with four students. Environmental constraints of the school
day in Kinghaven did not permit a focus group, but we were nonetheless able to conduct an
interview with four students.
In Hardale High the sample for the focus group was randomised, chosen by an online
name generator. In Hammitt School, a teacher selected a mixture of students from the two
Ancient History classes to give a diverse and representative group of participants for the
focus group, ensuring a range of gender, ethnicity and socio-economic backgrounds. In all
three schools, teachers chose the students for interviews beforehand, selecting students
from a range of backgrounds who demonstrated different levels of engagement with the
subject, in order to obtain a cross-section of students.
Focus groups lasted for twenty minutes, and we spoke to all ten students in each school
together, asking general and open-ended questions, so that participants could bounce ideas
off each other (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 376). These were followed by interviews in groups of
four, since constraints of the timetable did not allow enough time for students to be interviewed individually. These interviews lasted between 20 to 30 minutes and our questions
were structured in two sections: firstly, we asked about their impressions of the ancient
world, and then we asked about their perceptions of studying Ancient History as a subject.
The focus groups and interviews form the main sources of qualitative data collection.
The qualitative data gained from these discussions allowed us to see what these young
people thought about the ancient world and how they felt about studying Ancient History,
and enabled them to consider any stereotypes they had faced. Such perceptions are not
quantifiable, clear-cut values, and so focus groups and interviews allowed us to gain insight
in a context-oriented (rather than measurement oriented) perspective. In order to do this, we
focused on their experiences and emotions, by using interactive and humanistic methods.
To build rapport and credibility with the participants, interviews occurred in a natural setting
(within school classrooms) where students would have felt at ease (Eder & Fingerson, 2003,
p. 35). Interviews occurred during lesson time in order to have access to the largest sample,
although there were some criteria constraints. Group interviews allowed comments made
by students to act as a stimulus which provoked further or contrasting remarks by other
participants, giving rise to reactions that may not otherwise have been revealed (Bickman
& Rog, 2008, p. 590). This gave a richer and more detailed insight to their experiences and
opinions.
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Although this method of obtaining qualitative data did produce a lot of data, there were
also limitations that we must acknowledge. In both focus groups and interviews, students
listened to each other's responses and this might have influenced their own, as they may
have wanted to conform to social norms of their school context (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 375).
The limitations on students' time and the space constraints of the classroom were beyond
our control. However, we acknowledge that participants may have responded differently if
interviews had been conducted individually. Focus groups allowed us to gauge more holistic
feelings among participants, while the interviews provided more individual comments, and
the smaller group size slightly mitigated the social and peer pressures of a group situation (Eder & Fingerson, 2003, p. 35). In Hammitt School, the teacher was present during
the focus group, which may have affected participants' responses, since they may have
tempered their comments to conform to the teacher's expectations. The teacher was not
present during the interviews, and thus the interview situation was consistent across the
three schools. The number of students who participated is small, and their responses are
all specific to their school environments, and so we exercise caution in generalising from
their comments. However, despite the small numbers, we chose schools and participants
carefully, and with regard for their contexts and backgrounds.

FI ND I NGS
The questionnaires provided us with a broad indication of the demographic and cultural background of all the students studying Ancient History at each of the three selected schools.
Table 2 shows the basic quantitative data gained from the questionnaires, reflecting the
demographic background of the three towns in which the schools are situated.
This breakdown reveals significant differences in the three school communities. Hardale
High contains the largest proportion of respondents who identified their family background
as professional. The professional communities have some stake in the Knowledge of the
Powerful, since this forms the knowledge that distinguishes the professions. By contrast, the
communities in Kinghaven Academy, where respondents identified their family background
as predominantly either nonprofessional or not in employment have negligible stakes in the
Knowledge of the Powerful. Hence the young people from these communities are more
reliant on the school to enable them to access these areas of the curriculum. Nonetheless,
these figures show that even at Hardale High, which is much more affluent, few students
had relatives who had studied any aspect of the ancient world at school. Many students
referred to school trips to museums and ancient sites, particularly at Kinghaven, perhaps
TA B L E 2

Basic demographic data of participants
Kinghaven

Hammitt

Hardale

Cohort size

11

43

22

Completed questionnaires

11

36

22

Family occupational background: professional

8%

18%

37%

Family occupational background: in employment
(skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled)

62%

74%

63%

Family occupational background: not in employment

31%

9%

0%

Family members have attended university

18%

39%

77%

Family members studied ancient world at school

18%

14%

23%

Visited ancient sites

36%

19%

73%

Visited museums

82%

47%

82%
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accounting for the large number of respondents who indicated they had visited museums.
This highlights the impact that cultural opportunities provided by schools can have on young
people from potentially disenfranchised communities.

POW E R FUL K NOW LE DG E A N D PERSO N A L R ELE VA NCE:
TH E A NCI ENT WO R LD
In this section, we focus on students' perceptions of the ancient world, and the Powerful
Knowledge they displayed from their study as evidenced during focus groups and follow-up
interviews. Students at all three schools expressed feelings that there were many things that
interested or intrigued them about the ancient world often because of the temporal and geographical distance, which opened up new perspectives for them. They were generally very
impressed by the survival of ancient material, even if at times frustrated by the fragmentary
or uncorroborated nature of many of the sources they were studying. Many students identified aspects of the ancient world that they felt held personal relevance for them. Students at
Hardale High spoke about visiting ancient sites, either with the school or with their families.
One respondent admitted that when she was eight a family visit to Bath was the first time
she really became interested in ancient history because she could see that ‘everything was
still there’, and that gave her a sense of connection to the past. Another student described
her visit to Turkey:
We went to this ancient site, I don't even know what it was, it had loads of, like,
preserved buildings, and I thought it was cool how it was still there from like literally so many years ago.
While this student was unable to recall the details of what she had seen, the fact that what
she saw had lasted for such a long time made a lasting impression on her. All those students
who had been on trips appreciated being able to see surviving material firsthand, since it gave
them direct and tangible evidence of—and contact with—the past. This direct contact with
material culture and geographical sites prompted the students to see things in new ways and
to gain greater understanding of the temporal distance while also connecting with the past. It is
an important reminder of the crucial role played by museums and heritage sites in developing
Powerful Knowledge for young people.
Students at Kinghaven Academy expressed ideas of contact with the past more generally,
foregrounding a reflection on the present through the past:
All the stuff we do nowadays comes from what they invented, and we're still
using it today. It shows they were really clever back then and it's been built on.
This student emphasises the links between the ancient world and now, arguing that these
connections demonstrate the importance of the thinking and inventions created centuries ago.
The comment ‘it shows they were really clever back then’ indicates a defensiveness against
potential accusations of primitivism or simplicity, which are sometimes levelled at ancient societies. While this response does not entirely challenge notions of historical progress, since
the conclusion is that subsequent generations have ‘built on’ the achievements of the past, it
does nonetheless show some attempt at problematising narratives of progress. This more complex understanding of the relationship between the past and the present demonstrates ways
in which students make use of the Powerful Knowledge they gain from studying antiquity. At
Hammitt School, one student described the ancient world as ‘like the source of a river’,
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Like the source is the beginning in a way, and it's the most important part, because without it there's no river.
This articulate response explores a similar idea, although also hinting at a narrative of progress. The simile suggests that this student identifies that the ancient world is important because
it enables them to understand where everything else has come from and to situate themselves
within a wider context.
The Ancient History specification includes a unit of study on the Persian empire of the
fifth and sixth centuries BCE. For some, this held particular personal relevance. One student
of Middle Eastern descent at Hammitt School felt that such study had given her a background into a particular type of knowledge:
I'm quite interested now in the Middle Eastern areas, and it's just something I
think is good for me to have knowledge about.
Although she struggled to articulate the details in English, study of the Persian empire and
the ancient Near East sparked her interest, and she was able to connect this with her home
background. She explained how her brother encouraged her to read about it outside of school,
and her father showed episodes from a television documentary series about the Persian
Empire to her family at home. Studying the ancient Persians enabled her to identify relevance
of the ancient world to her home culture, and this was enhanced by the interest displayed by
members of her family. This was an aspect of study that she particularly valued, since it held
personal relevance for her which related to her life outside school, and enabled her to reflect on
her background from a new perspective.
Other students foregrounded different aspects of study as their rationale for the importance of the ancient world. Two students at Kinghaven Academy tried to recall something
about the impact of an ancient history text that evidently fascinated them.
S1: There's this point that Sir made about something that's still used nowadays.
Think it was Cyrus, I know he wrote a book, and it's still used in government
today.
S2: Yeah, of like how to rule an empire.
S1: I think it was literally called how to rule an empire.
S2: And how world leaders today still refer back to such a long time ago, where
everything was so different, but the basic ground line and ideas are still the
same.
S1: Winston Churchill had like 4 or 5 copies of this one book and he used it all
the time. It's pretty cool that one or our best ever leaders copied something from
two thousand years ago.
Their recollection of the details is confused—it's not clear which text they might be referring
to, since no book by Cyrus the Great has survived, only texts about him. Nonetheless, what
the students try to articulate is the impact of an ancient text, and the events it describes, on a
figure they perceive as a key figure within modern history. They show a real engagement with
the gap in time, and admiration for the quality of a text that not only survived for two millennia,
but was still fundamentally useful to a government in another time and country. They attribute
value to the ancient text partially because Churchill used it, and in this sense what they admire
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is to some extent the Knowledge of the Powerful. They were proud to show off their knowledge
about Cyrus and Churchill during the interview, as key figures in political power. However, their
understanding of the survival and continued relevance of the text across time and place indicates the Powerful Knowledge they have gained about antiquity and its continuing legacy.
Students expressed some frustration with the ancient sources and the levels of ambiguity
and uncertainty that arose from the nature of what survives from the ancient world. They
tended to phrase their comments in contrast to what they understood about modern history,
which they identified as ‘straightforward’ because they felt it was possible to ascertain what
happened, when and why. Students at Hammitt School complained,
S3: With Ancient History, Livy says this but Polybius says this.
S4: You don't know whether one is correct or not.
They found it frustrating that they could not corroborate either statement because of the lack
of further evidence, which they thought might ‘prove’ the veracity of events. At Kinghaven, one
respondent explained the problem,
Like you have to take word of those who tell us about it, even if it's 100 years
after something happened.
This student demonstrates an understanding of historical distance, and that someone reporting things 100 years after the event produces an account which is very different to an
eyewitness account. The student recognises that there is no single narrative because historical knowledge is necessarily contingent and contentious, and this understanding shows the
Powerful Knowledge they have developed through their study of Ancient History. However,
their response also indicates that they found it difficult to cope with the uncertainty generated
by the limited nature of the sources. In asking for a single narrative account, they are asking
for an inert fixed notion of knowledge which history cannot provide. The student's response
reflects the difficulties and challenges of gaining Powerful Knowledge, such as operating within
changing and interpretive parameters. Overall, students' responses highlighted different curricular rationales for the importance of the ancient world from their perspective. They admired
the survival and sophistication of the ancient world, focusing on its personal relevance to them
and their lives today. At other moments, they ascribed particular value to knowing not just about
the ancient world directly, but about how others have used and responded to it as well. Many of
their comments about antiquity demonstrated an understanding of antiquity and a keen awareness of the deficiencies of the evidence. These comments indicate the Powerful Knowledge,
the disciplinary and conceptual understanding, that these students have gained through their
academic study of Ancient History at school.

K NOW LE DG E O F TH E POW E R FUL: STUDY I NG
A NCI ENT H I STO RY
The study of Ancient History is restricted to those schools that have chosen to offer it and
have the capacity to teach it. The resulting inequitable access shows how students' perceptions of Knowledge of the Powerful may play out in the school curriculum. During our
conversations with these students in focus groups and follow-up interviews, students all
expressed ideas or stereotypes that studying the ancient world was part of a privileged and
elite education, and that such study conferred the appearance of intelligence on the learner.
In each school this became a topic of debate among the students, both in focus groups
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and interviews. We therefore examine how these students perceive the study of the ancient
world, rather than the subject matter itself. We examine how they feel they are seen by others as a result of studying Ancient History, and how they position themselves in relation to
those perceptions. All the students were very conscious about how they were perceived by
their peers, both within their own school, and by those attending other schools in the same
area.
Students at all three schools conflated ideas of social prestige with academic achievement. At Hardale High, one student observed,
[Ancient History] is perceived as quite an intelligent subject because a lot of
schools don't offer it as an option. It's like when you say, ‘I do Ancient History’,
people kinda judge you and think, oh, you must go to a posh school or something.
This response contains several themes which students echoed in all three schools: academic achievement, availability of the subject and the social prestige attached to those students
who study Ancient History. Students found it difficult to separate these ideas, often linking them
or suggesting a causality between them, such as the student from Hardale above. At Hammitt,
one student said that knowing things about the ancient world ‘shows you're more clever’ than
others who do not share this additional expertise. Here, the student applies the word ‘clever’
as a status marker, as they suggest that gaining unusual expertise about the ancient world
allows someone to seem as if they have had more education. What they allude to—without
stating this—is the restricted access to Ancient History, and its consequential association with
the curriculum of elite schools. Students at Kinghaven tried to separate the ideas of academic
achievement and study of the ancient world:
S5. Anyone can like it, and it's not to do with intelligence.
S6. I agree, a lot of people will know something about the ancient world, even if
it's Romans or the Egyptians.
The first student challenges these ideas by focusing on personal enjoyment, since liking a
subject does not need to be linked to perceptions of achievement. The second student takes
this further by connecting to wider representations of the ancient world. The Romans and the
Egyptians feature as topics taught in primary education, but they also appear in popular series
such as Terry Deary's Horrible Histories (for example, Awesome Egyptians, Ruthless Romans).
These responses draw on wider cultural access to antiquity beyond curriculum. These students
highlighted a tension between their thoughts about antiquity in general and other students'
perceptions about Ancient History as a subject. A number of students said that they perceived
Ancient History as more difficult than modern history, which they justified by explaining that they
were more familiar with events from the twentieth century because they had already studied
them at school. But they also identified that because Ancient History is a less common subject
on the school curriculum, access to it and any expertise gained about it would mark out the
bearer as being different. In particular, they associated it with the curricula of elite establishments. This was a stark contrast to their claim of antiquity's more universal appeal.
For these young people, the idea of being marked out as different to others was a source
of stigma, applied both from within their own school and also by peers who attended other
schools. All respondents reported being stigmatised by their peers because they were
studying Ancient History. Students at Kinghaven Academy stated that because their Ancient
History lessons were scheduled after the end of the main school day they received negative comments, ‘oh no, he's got that again, oh he's a clever clogs’. Since both Latin GCSE
and Classical Civilisation GCSE are offered to this cohort on the mainstream timetable at
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Kinghaven, it was the timing, rather than the subject matter, which caused the comment.
However, the way in which the students phrased the comment was again focused on perceived intelligence—if they stay after school to do an additional subject they must be ‘clever’
or ‘smart’, and they presented this as negative, since it is different from their peers. At
Hammitt School, students identified the stigma they received as particularly strong within
their school, both from their peers and those in other year groups. These students were not
given a choice between Ancient and Modern History, but were allocated one of the two,
and the school does not currently offer any other study of the ancient world at this or any
other level. As a result, respondents reported significant negative attitudes towards Ancient
History by their friends and sometimes also their families. They described that among the
student community in the school Ancient History has a ‘stigma or stereotype that it's really
boring or much more work’, and that students felt those who were allocated Ancient History
were ‘unlucky’. Some students described reactions from friends and family where they were
told ‘it's gonna be so bad, I feel sorry for you’. One student thought that ‘ancient has an implicit meaning of boring, classical, dull’ for people who have not studied it. The stigma these
students report from within their schools as well as from family members reflects a social
tension that aligns students of Ancient History with access to Knowledge of the Powerful.
The students' school peers seem to perceive Ancient History as belonging to elite curricula
and they ascribe labels of ‘cleverness’ to those who study it and ‘boring’ to its subject matter.
The school communities of both Hammitt School and Kinghaven Academy are predominately drawn from nonprofessional backgrounds. Their families have limited stakes in the
Knowledge of the Powerful as the distinguishing feature of the professions. The resistance
these students report from their family members highlights the importance of schools in providing this access for those young people who do not receive it outside school.
Students at all three schools identified that the ‘difference’ of studying Ancient History
was even stronger outside their own school environments. They felt that studying Ancient
History marked them out, ‘like, wow, you're different’. They linked this difference with intelligence, elitism and privilege.
That's the way it's perceived as, only posh people or academic people or intelligent people do it.
(Kinghaven Academy)
It just sounds elitist. A lot of people would assume you're elitist by choosing that
GCSE, like from—you're from an upper class. They see Ancient History as this
snobby thing. It just seems snobby to many people, especially around this area.
(Hammitt School)
People perceive it as posh because … It's not common … It's rarer … I know a
lot of private schools have the option of taking it but I don't know any other school
in this area that has Latin or Ancient History.
(Hardale High)
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The students all identify a social distinction underlying the study of Ancient History, even
though they struggle to find words they feel comfortable with to articulate this. The words they
use (posh, snobby, elitist, upper class) are all very negative words to describe social privilege. The comment from Hammitt School indicates an unease with this perception, since the
speaker feels that people would ‘assume’ students subscribed to feelings of social superiority.
In all three schools, students showed considerable concern with the ways in which they might
be perceived socially within their local area, and wanted to fit in. They identified that people
around ‘this area’ did not belong to such socially elite groups. However, it is interesting that
they all shared the feeling that their local area was not elite: while Hammitt is located within a
multicultural city with relatively high levels of deprivation, and Kinghaven is located in a small
coastal town with relatively high immigration and similar levels of deprivation, Hardale High is
not. It is in an affluent commuter town which has high employment, much of which is skilled due
to local industries, and the family occupational backgrounds declared by students on the initial
questionnaire reflect this. Despite this, students at Hardale were just as insistent as students
at the other schools that ‘at least around here it's not very common’, since their friends at other
schools ‘didn't even know what it was’. The students at all three schools thus identified that they
were receiving an education which was different to their peers in neighbouring schools, and
which they linked to social privilege.
Students felt uncomfortable about how others perceived them in the light of these perceptions, since their vocabulary made a clear delineation between ‘them’ (‘posh’, ‘snobby’)
and ‘us’ (‘round this area’). Yet despite this, they identified that the understanding gained
from studying Ancient History added value to their skills, ‘if you know something about the
ancient world, it's like wow, you know something that they don't’. This student ascribes value
to the ways in which this curriculum subject can mark out those who have experienced it
as different, giving Ancient History value as Knowledge of the Powerful. By contrast, other
students pragmatically stated that Ancient History was just another qualification, and that
any qualification was going to help them find employment. This kind of pragmatism does not
focus on the distinct advantages or disadvantages of different types of knowledge. Instead,
it ascribes equal value to studying any subject because of the recognition gained through
qualificatory certificates, all of which are of equal worth. These students potentially perceive
that the value of qualifications rest with the grades they are awarded, rather than the subjects which they have studied. Many students felt that Ancient History gave them access to
a level of privilege which was not available at other schools, and they spoke about feeling
‘privileged’ to have the chance to study it. Students at Hammitt School described Ancient
History as granting them a level of ‘exclusivity’ over their peers at other schools who had
never heard of the subject. These feelings of privilege and exclusivity reflect perceptions of
Ancient History as Knowledge of the Powerful. As a result, these students were not entirely
comfortable with this privilege and agreed that it would be better if everyone had the opportunity to study it. The students at all three schools thus felt that they had been given access
to part of an elite curriculum by studying Ancient History. They were acutely aware that this
exemplifies an unequal access to curriculum and this caused their discomfort. The unequal
and restricted access exemplifies Knowledge of the Powerful at work, potentially alienating
many young people from part of their curricular entitlement.

CO NCLUS I O NS
We opened this article with an account of Ancient History's uneven position within the 14–
19 UK curriculum. We used Young and Muller's distinction between Powerful Knowledge
and Knowledge of the Powerful as a critical tool to help us break down and explore the
social tensions within Ancient History as a curriculum subject. We talked to students aged
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14–15 studying Ancient History in three comprehensives with different demographics. We
explored students' perceptions of the ancient world, the personal relevance they found in it,
and the Powerful Knowledge they gained from studying it as a curriculum subject. We also
examined the social tensions the students perceived about their study of Ancient History as
part of their curriculum. It was here that we found tensions emerged, since the students we
spoke to were acutely aware of the fragile and uneven place that it occupies on their curriculum. As a result, they noted that among their peers, both within their schools and also
their local communities, there was a perception that study of Ancient History was the mark
of a socially elite and privileged education. These feelings of exclusivity and social privilege
align Ancient History to Knowledge of the Powerful, since the restricted access allows it to
become a distinguishing marker of the elite. In those communities which identify as predominately nonprofessional and hold negligible stakes in the distinguishing marks of the professions, young people are especially reliant on schools to provide access to Knowledge of
the Powerful. The resistance that these students encounter from outside school contributes
towards their ambivalence to receiving a curriculum identified as elite. The students at all
three schools were uneasy with what they had suggested since they did not see themselves
as part of a socially elite and privileged group. The tension and discomfort that the students
describe tests the aspirations behind comprehensive curriculum policies.
If Ancient History was available as a curriculum subject across all comprehensive
schools, it would not have the stigma that students described. While it often involves studying past elites and those in power, Ancient History provides students with broad Powerful
Knowledge, disciplinary knowledge of a world very different to their own in space and time.
Such study can open up new ways for students of reflecting on the world around them. The
subject community of classics teachers in the UK is extremely aware of the problematic perception of the study of antiquity at secondary level, and they are working hard to combat it.
The subject community's protests in 2007 lead to the political rescue of Ancient History, and
organisations such as the Classical Association, the Cambridge Schools Classics Project
and Classics for All are all working hard to widen access to study of the ancient world at
secondary level. The students in our study felt that it would be better if everyone had the
opportunity to study Ancient History.
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